
MFA 
CLASSIC
priming

1 L / 30 m2 add 3 L of water to 1 L 
of primer

brush 
(wide brush)

Prime absorbent (stable) substrate using MFA Classic concentrate 
diluted 1:3 with water. Apply primer with a wide brush, working it 
well into the substrate. Priming strengthens the substrate and 
improves adhesiveness and coverage of further coats.

4 - 6h

MFA PLUS
priming

1 L / 30 m2
(diluted 1:3 with 
water)

Add max. 3 L of water 
to 1 L of primer

brush 
(wide brush)

7 – 8 h

(SELECT THE PRIMER ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF SUBSTRATE)
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SYSTEM: MFA / PRIMER E or MURIMAL 200 / DERIVA / LUNA

DERIVA ART EFFECT

Prime absorbent (weak) substrates and surfaces of old walls with 
MFA PLUS diluted max. 1:3 with water. Apply primer with a wide 
brush, working it well into the substrate. Deeply penetrating and 
binding the substrate, priming strengthens it, reduces excessive 
absorbency, and improves the coverage of further coats.

DERIVA
textured layer

1 kg / 1.5 – 2 m2 ready to use, 
max. 5 – 10% of water

trowel, putty 
knife, decorative 
float

To create Deriva Art effect, apply Deriva plaster in a horizontal or 
vertical manner. Apply to walls with a trowel (a slightly excessive 
amount necessary to produce the effect) and distribute in a chosen 
direction. Create the pattern, skimming the compound with a 
cotton sponge in a uniform motions or in circles. The work should 
be performed in stages, applying stripes of the compound and 
smoothing them with a metal trowel before they dry. The work 
should be performed in stages until the whole surface is covered.

6 h
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PRIMER E
quartz primer

1 kg / 7 – 10 m2 10 – 15% of water brush 
(wide brush)

We recommend diluting PRIMER E quartz primer with 10 – 15% of 
water and applying with a wide brush, according to the direction of 
the desired decorative coat. Created quartz coat will increase 
adhesiveness and facilitate application of further coats.

5 – 8 h
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DERIVA

LUNA
decorative coat

1 L / 8 – 10 m2 Add approx. 30% of 
water

euromal, paint 
brush, brush, 
sandpaper 

Apply Luna to create the finish. Before applying, it must be diluted 
with approx. 30% of water and stirred thoroughly. Depending on 
the texture, the coat can be smoothed with sandpaper (such as 
P180). Apply Luna to euromal with a paint brush. Then apply to the 
substrate, working it into the substrate in a proper direction. The 
work should be performed in stages until the whole surface is 
covered. .This coat provides a pearlescent afterglow

12 h
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(DEPENDING ON THE USER'S PREFERENCES AND THE DESIRED FINISH, SELECT MATERIAL FOR THE TEXTURED LAYER

MURIMAL 
200
base coat

1 L / 14 – 16 m2 add 5 – 15% of water 
(depends on the base)

large roller, small 
roller, telescopic 
handle, paint 
brush

Apply the first layer of paint (diluted with 5 – 15% of water, 
depending on the base colour) to a well–prepared substrate. First, 
paint areas unavailable to a large roller (internal corners, areas 
close to the skirting boards, power outlets, etc.). Apply paint at a 
uniform rate from top to bottom in one go. Make sure to evaluate 
the quality constantly and avoid touch–ups on the drying layer.

4 – 5 h
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Created with subtle, graceful, and regular horizontal, vertical, and slanted patterns (in 
any direction). This decorative effect is perfect for interiors with symmetrical patterns 
which we want to emphasise or for recreating patterns present on other decorative 
elements, such as curtains, tablecloths, photographies. Decorative golden or pearlescent 
Luna paint or any other wiping paint is applied to the texture to create an additional 3D 
image that produces the desired atmosphere, according to the needs. Goes well with 
wood, metal, glass, ceramics, and stone. Deriva is frequently used for public utility 
interiors (such as hotels, stores, restaurants, offices, concert halls, conference rooms, 
educational and cultural facilities, health care facilities, clubs, pubs, industry, etc.) and in 
luxurious suites, flats, halls, staircases, wherever a warm and elegant atmosphere is 
desired. Recommended for surfaces exposed to dirt. Applied to gypsum-carton boards, 
plaster putty, smooth and textured surfaces, and various plasters and substrates.


